WORLD LEADER IN FORCE-ON-FORCE TRAINING

Simunition® is the pioneer and world leader in providing military and law enforcement communities with the most realistic and safe force-on-force short range training system.

Military and Law Enforcement communities around the world have placed their trust in Simunition® to deliver realistic training. Professionals whose lives depend on the best training possible know that they can always count on Simunition® to provide them the most comprehensive and effective training system. The world’s most comprehensive and tested force-on-force short range training system.

The Simunition® training system is comprised of the FX® marking munitions, weapon conversion kits and personal protective equipment. All three essential components are supported by a comprehensive Simunition® Scenario and Safety Certification Training Course. General Dynamics is the first and only manufacturer to have fully designed and qualified for safety and reliability all three essential components of the Simunition® FX® force on force training.

DEDICATED TO MEET USER EXPECTATIONS

Simunition® has raised the bar by introducing a completely non-toxic (lead and heavy-metal free) Toxfree® primer to our FX® and Securiblank® training rounds.
AS REAL AS IT GETS...
...WITH FX® MARKING CARTRIDGES

FX® ‘Special Effects’ is the interactive, scenario-based firearms training system designed by General Dynamics for the ultimate level of realism. The FX® Marking Cartridges are available in multiple colours to distinguish hits from multiple users are denoted by a water-soluble compound that is easily cleaned with a damp cloth. These deformable non-lethal force-on-force training rounds are available in various calibres. FX® training is affordable, adaptable and can be performed practically anywhere and it reduces inherent training scars than other simulation systems. FX® Marking cartridges use non-metallic, non-lethal marking projectiles. On impact, FX® projectiles will deform and provide maximum marking of intended target.

SAFE TRAINING WITH FX® 9000 SERIES
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Since FX® Marking projectiles generate an impact awareness when they hit, the FX® 9000 series of Protective Equipment was developed to mitigate training risks. Comfortable and lightweight, each piece of protective gear allows the participants to move naturally during force-on-force training exercises and decide how much, if any, additional equipment is required beyond the mandatory head, throat and groin protection. Visit our website at www.simunition.com for a complete overview of all FX® 9000 Series Protective Equipment.

TRAINING FOR THE REAL WORLD®

Simunition® offers FX® Scenario Instructor and Safety Certification Training Courses which are designed to prepare law-enforcement, military and tactical teams to safely use FX® Marking Cartridges, Weapon Conversion Kits and Protective Equipment. The FX® Training Courses are taught by Simunition® certified instructors and recreate reality-based situations. They allow trainees to use their own converted service weapons in realistic, force-on-force exercises against active role-players. Check the Simunition® website at www.simunition.com for more details on how to register.

SAFE AND SOUND...
...WITH SECURIBLENK®

SecuriBlank® is the latest product in the reduced-energy family. It is based on the design of the FX® and requires no Protective Equipment other than shooting glasses. These “safer” blanks function with most Simunition® conversion kits and have a safety distance of only 1 meter! SecuriBlank was designed for use with interactive video-based simulator systems and laser-based battle training systems. All our Securi-Blank® cartridges are 100% TOXFREE®.